The ZX-calculus is a convenient formalism for expressing and reasoning about quantum circuits at a low level, whereas the recently-proposed ZH-calculus yields convenient expressions of midlevel quantum gates such as Toffoli and CCZ. In this paper, we will show that the two calculi are linked by Fourier transform. In particular, we will derive new Fourier expansion rules using the ZHcalculus, and show that we can straightforwardly pass between ZH-and ZX-diagrams using them. Furthermore, we demonstrate that the graphical Fourier expansion of a ZH normal-form corresponds to the standard Fourier transform of a semi-Boolean function. As an illustration of the calculational power of this technique, we then show that several tricks for reducing the T-gate cost of Toffoli circuits, which include for instance quantum adders, can be derived using graphical Fourier theory and straightforwardly generalized to more qubits.
Introduction
The ZX-calculus [8] has proven to be very suitable to reason about quantum computation, when the gate-set is based around the familiar Clifford and phase gates [11, 7, 18, 5] . The ZX-calculus however has no native representation of gates such as the Toffoli or CCZ, and as a result, reasoning about them is quite involved. In contrast, the ZH-calculus [3] has generators and rules that allow one to easily reason about these gates and derive identities that would be very non-trivial to realize in the ZX-calculus.
In this paper we develop a bridge between the ZX-and ZH-calculus. We show how a ZH-diagram can be transformed into a ZX-diagram, and back. This translation corresponds to the Fourier transform of semi-Boolean functions, and generalizes the well-known Euler decomposition of the Hadamard gate,
to CCZ gates and even arbitrary ZH-diagrams. In a sense, it expresses a translation between two different types of multi-qubit phase gates, those being controlled phase gates and exponentiated Pauli gates: 
Quantum circuits that are diagonal in the Z-basis can be represented efficiently using phase polynomials (see e.g. [1, 13, 2] ). The two gates in (1) represent individual terms of this phase polynomial written in two different forms: as a sum of multi-linear or parity terms. The left gate in (1) , expressible as a ZH-diagram, introduces a phase if and only if all the inputs are |1 . In contrast the right gate, expressible as a ZX-diagram, contains a phase gadget [18] . This circuit introduces a phase precisely when the parity of the input state is odd. The Fourier transform allows us to transition between these two different types of phase gates, but is more general in that it allows us to non-trivially transform any ZX-diagram into a ZH-diagram and back.
Moreover, the coefficients appearing in our Fourier transform directly correspond to the Fourier spectrum found in the analysis of semi-Boolean functions [20] . A semi-Boolean function is a function f : {0, 1} n → C. Any such function can be expanded in either the basis of δ -functions, or the orthogonal basis of parity functions. That is, we can write f either in terms of its 2 n output values {α a | a ∈ B n } or its 2 n Fourier coefficients { α c | c ∈ B n } as follows:
where b · c is the dot-product of Boolean vectors (modulo 2) and δ ( a, b) is the Kronecker delta function, which is 1 if a = b and 0 otherwise. Graphically, the Fourier transform can be depicted for any n using the indexed !-box notation introduced in Ref. [3] (and reviewed in Section 2):
. . . . . . . . .
1−cn (2)
Using this rule, we can easily switch between the two graphical calculi and exploit the strengths of both. The resulting technique, which we call graphical Fourier theory, becomes a powerful new addition to the toolkit for quantum circuit simplification.
It is particularly useful for circuits involving 'mid-level' quantum gates such as Toffoli and CCZ, where one often wants to expand to low-level (i.e. Clifford+T) gates while keeping the T count as low as possible. This is a topic of active research, as it has strong implications for fault-tolerant implementations of those circuits [6] , and many ad hoc techniques are known. For example, using an ancilla it is possible to implement a Toffoli gate with 4 T-gates instead of the regular 7 [21, 15] . Furthermore, a recent paper by Gidney shows how to cut the T-gate cost of a quantum adder circuit in half by simplifying a computeuncompute pair of Toffoli gates on an ancilla [12] . Naïvely, such a configuration would require 8 T-gates, but by means of a clever trick it can actually be implemented using just 4. We show how these tricks and generalisations thereof can be implemented straightforwardly using graphical Fourier theory, suggesting the possibility of more systematic and generalisable simplification techniques.
We recall some basic notions from the ZX-and ZH-calculi in Section 2, where we will also introduce some new notation. Then in Section 3 we will prove the Fourier transform identities in the ZH-calculus, which we will use in Section 4 to pass between the ZX-and ZH-calculi. Finally, in Section 5 we will apply our results to graphically derive T-count reduction techniques for certain kinds of Toffoli circuits. 
The ZX-and ZH-calculi
First, we will briefly introduce the ZX-and ZH-calculi. For an extensive introduction to ZX, we refer to Ref. [10] , Chapter 9, and for ZH we refer to Ref. [3] . Both are diagrammatic languages that represent linear maps between qubits as string diagrams. Their primary point of divergence is in the choice of generators. For ZX, the generators consist of Z-spiders and X-spiders, decorated by phases α ∈ [0, 2π): where |± := 1/ √ 2 · (|0 ± |1 ) and an omitted phase is assumed to be 0. Note that we adopt the convention that inputs are at the bottom and outputs are at the top. For ZH, the generators consist of Z-spiders (with phase 0) and a new ingredient, called an H-box that can have a complex parameter a:
where in the right-hand equation, the sum runs over all i 1 , . . . , i m , j 1 , . . . , j n ∈ {0, 1}. An H-box represents a matrix with a as its |1 . . . 1 1 . . . 1| entry, and ones elsewhere. By convention, the parameter a is omitted when a = −1, so an un-labelled H-box with 1 input and 1 output is a Hadmard gate (up to normalisation).
A pair of diagrams can be composed either by stacking them and joining the outputs of the first with the inputs of the second, which corresponds to composition of linear maps, or placed side-by-side, which represents the tensor product.
For our purposes, we will treat the two spiders of the ZX-calculus as derived generators. To do this, we first define the X-spider and the NOT gate, following Ref. Note that a grey spider with one output and m inputs evaluated in the computational basis will compute the XOR over its inputs, while the NOT gate computes the negation of a computational basis state.
Going beyond the original paper we introduce some further derived generators, namely exponentiated H-boxes, which straightforwardly give us the phased spiders of ZX (up to normalisation): 
Note that we actually allow α to take any complex value, so these generators are slightly more general than the 'usual' ones from the ZX literature.
We consider ZX-diagrams (resp. ZH-diagrams) to be equal when they can be topologically deformed into one another, preserving the order of in-and outputs, or when they can be transformed into another another by using the rules of the ZX-calculus (resp. ZH-calculus). Both the ZX-and ZH-calculi are complete in the sense that any equality between matrices can be proven just from diagrammatic rules [19, 3] . Hence, once we have an encoding of one into the other, the two calculi are equally powerful. Many presentations of the ZX-calculus (and fragments thereof) can be found in the literature (e.g. [8, 9, 4, 14, 19, 10] ), but as we will be referring to rules of the ZH-calculus during our calculations, they are reproduced in Figure 1 . Note that in this paper we will ignore scalar factors.
The rule-set presented in Figure 1 was shown to be complete in Ref. [3] . It is furthermore worth noting that the normalisation procedure described in Ref. [3] works as well for diagrams with free parameters (which can be interpreted as matrices of polynomials) as it does for concrete diagrams. We use this fact to conclude that the following two useful equations can be proven in the calculus: Lemma 2.1. A NOT gate can be absorbed into an H-box by negating it's label, and a 3-ary white node and H-box that are doubly connected reduces to a single 2-ary H-box:
The calculations in this paper will greatly benefit from the use of !-box ("bang box") notation [16] . !-boxes represent parts of a diagram that may be replicated an arbitrary number of times, and thus allow 
The rules of the ZH-calculus. Throughout, m, n are nonnegative integers and a, b are arbitrary complex numbers. The right-hand sides of both bialgebra rules (BA1) and (BA2) are complete bipartite graphs on (m + n) vertices, with an additional input or output for each vertex.
one to express a whole family of diagrams at once.
When used in equations, corresponding !-boxes on either side of the equation should be replicated an equal number of times. For example, the grey spider (XS) can be redefined.
:= (XS)
and one can straightforwardly prove for example that grey spiders fuse just like white spiders (XS1), and that we have a colour changing law (CC) like in the ZX-calculus:
Additionally, like in Ref. [3] , we allow a !-box to be indexed by a finite set S. For an indexed !-box, the number of replications is fixed to the size of the set S, while the contents of the !-box are parametrized by the elements of the set. For the indexing set we will often use the set of all n-bitstrings B n ≡ {0, 1} n .
The completeness proof of Backens and Kissinger was established by proving that every ZH-diagram can be brought to a unique normal form. Since cups and caps allow us to to change all inputs into outputs, it suffices to consider diagrams with only outputs for this normal-form. The generic structure of the normal-form is: 
(NF)
The complex numbers on the bottom row correspond to the components of the quantum state | a when expanded in the computational basis: | a = ∑ b∈B n a b | b . The grey box labelled by b is the indexing box and it is defined as:
The expression ( D ) x for a diagram D and Boolean expression x represents the identity when x = 0, and D when x = 1.
The Fourier transform
In this section we will derive our main theorems regarding the Fourier transforms of ZH-diagrams. This theorem will essentially be a broad generalization of the following lemma:
Proof. Both sides can be brought to normal-form, and easily checked to be equal, i.e. both sides act the same on the four computational basis states 00|, 01|, 10| and 11|.
Here, the left-hand side is an H-box, while the right-hand side consists of phase gadgets. Note that when α = π 2 we get the familiar Euler Decomposition of the Hadamard gate. This equality essentially states the identity exp(iα(2x 1 x 2 )) = exp(iα(x 1 + x 2 − x 1 ⊕ x 2 )), for x i ∈ {0, 1}. By inverting this identity,
we find the inverse to the previous lemma:
Proof. This follows from applying Lemma 3.1 to the H-box labelled −2α on the right-hand side and cancelling ±α phases using (M).
These two expressions can be generalized to an arbitrary number of qubits and H-boxes/phase gadgets. While these n-qubit forms are powerful rewrite rules on themselves, they will also prove instrumental in our proof of the Fourier transform. In order to show that these two expressions can be generalized to an arbitrary amount of qubits, we need to introduce a new shorthand in the form of disconnect boxes. These are diagrams drawn as trapezoids which we label by b = b 1 . . . b n ∈ B n and have exactly n inputs and n outputs:
Input i is connected by an identity wire to output i as long as b i = 1. For b i = 0, each of the disconnect boxes will erase a specific connection. The grey trapezoid (dis)connects a white node and grey node, the white trapezoid (dis)connects a white node and H-box. We can use these diagrams to represent a diagram with arbitrary connectivity, since by changing the values in b, we change the connectivity in the diagram. Note that these disconnect diagrams are not symmetric under vertical reflection, which explains why we draw the diagram asymmetrically. Before we continue, we state some properties that these boxes have, the proofs of which can be found in Appendix B. 
(ii) Lemma 3.5. We can substitute an H-box connected to a subset of white spiders by a collection of Hboxes connected to the full set, in the following manner:
Using these rules for disconnect boxes we can prove the generalizations of Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2: Proposition 3.6. We can expand any exponentiated H-box as a combination of phase-gadgets:
We can expand any phase-gadget as a combination of exponentiated H-boxes:
These propositions are proven by induction, where the base cases are given by Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2. The proofs can be found in Appendices D and E. Our goal now is to extend these propositions to hold for a ZH-diagram normal-form. To do so we will need a few more lemmas. Lemma 3.9. Phase gadgets connected to an identical set of white spiders can be combined. In particular, phase gadgets connected through an identically labeled disconnect box can be combined: 
(FT)
In particular, when the Fourier coefficients α c are real, equation (2) from the introduction is recovered. Note that these coefficients differ from the standard coefficients found in the Fourier transform of semi-Boolean functions (e.g. in [20] ) by a factor −2. This is a consequence of the phase convention adopted by the ZX-calculus, which affects the behaviour of phase gadgets, up to a global phase. For a more detailed explanation see Appendix A.
Proof. We will show both the forward direction and the backwards direction. First, from left to right:
. . . . . .
. . . . . . 
Translation between ZX-and ZH-diagrams
The Fourier transform law relates both to the ZX-and ZH-calculus. The left-hand side of (FT) resembles the normal-form derived previously by Backens and Kissinger (NF), while the right hand side of (FT) can be transformed to a ZX-diagram when α b ∈ R for all b ∈ B n . Since we used exponentiated H-boxes in the Fourier transform, we cannot express all ZH normal-forms. Nevertheless, we can get arbitrarily close: Theorem 4.1. Any ZH normal form can be approximated by a Fourier transform.
Proof. Since α b and α c in (FT) are allowed to be complex numbers, any H-box labeled by a ∈ C/0 can be expressed as an exponentiated H-box with label α = −i ln a. Having a = 0 as the only singular value, any H-box can be approximated up to arbitrary precision ε. In particular, every H-box in (NF) can be approximated, which yields a diagram that is suitable to be transformed according to (FT).
Note that in some cases, this approximation approach can lead to an exact result, like for the cup: 
Where the final diagram is a ZX-diagram, and
with α b ∈ R and α c = −1
As an example, for the standard 3-ary H-box, the coefficient α 111 = π while all other α b vanish. Using this we get a 7 T-gate representation of the CCZ gate:
The last equality here follows by decomposing the parity phase gates in a smart way, see e.g. [1] .
Reducing non-Clifford count in Toffoli circuits
In this section we will see how we can use the Fourier transform to reproduce and generalize established results regarding Toffoli circuits and the amount of non-Clifford resources, specifically T-gates, needed to implement them. Since we will be dealing with circuits in this section, we will write our diagrams from left to right, to mimic quantum circuit notation. We will use the translations of phase gates into ZH-diagrams given in equation (1). Suppose we have a circuit with a Toffoli gate, and a controlled S † gate, then using the Fourier transform we can derive the following equation: Whereas naively implementing these gates would require 10 T gates, this cancellation gives the wellknown 4 T gate realisation of the Toffoli * gate [21] . We can use this type of cancellation in other settings, by using the following rewrite rule:
As we can see, when an X(α)-rotation is commuted through an (n + 1)-ary H-box, it becomes an ncontrolled Z(α)-rotation. Similarly to (6) , when α = − π 2 , some of the phases present in the Fourier transforms of the gates will cancel.
We can use (6) and (7) to derive the 4 T gate plus one ancilla implementation of the Toffoli gate of Ref. [15] :
Using the same technique, this construction generalises to an implementation of an n-control Toffoli that uses 4(n − 1) Z(π/2 n )-rotation gates, and one ancilla. Unfortunately, in that equation we had postselected the ancilla to the |+ state. When we actually measure it, and the outcome is |− , we need to apply a correction:
We see that the measurement outcome is corrected by applying a CZ gate, which is Clifford, and hence not expensive to implement. If we were however implementing a n-control Toffoli gate, then the correction would be a (n − 1)-control Z gate, which will require significant resources to be implemented as well. Finally, let us derive a version of the trick used in Ref. [12] , that shows how to implement a computeuncompute pair of Toffoli's using just 4 T-gates:
. . . (9), the measurement outcome can be corrected by a CZ gate on the top 2 qubits, and a Z gate on the bottom qubit. It should be clear how this procedure generalises to an n-control Toffoli compute-uncompute pair. This would again require 4(n − 1) Z(π/2 n )-rotation gates to implement, but now the correction becomes a (n − 1)-control Z gate, which again is non-Clifford when n > 2.
Conclusion
We have shown that the Fourier transform of semi-Boolean functions can be applied to ZH-diagrams, leading to a translation between the ZX-calculus and the ZH-calculus. We have then used the Fourier transform to diagrammatically derive and generalise some of the tricks used in Toffoli circuits to reduce the amount of non-Clifford resources used by those circuits.
The next step is to build on the combined ZX-and ZH-diagrammatic reasoning used in Section 5 to derive identities for circuits containing Toffoli gates that were not previously known. By doing so we might be able to find circuit simplifications that would be hard, if not impossible, to find using just regular circuit diagrams or even using the ZX-calculus. Furthermore, we aim to extend the particular examples given in this paper to more general patterns, which could be used as automated circuit optimisation strategies, e.g. within the PyZX circuit optimisation tool [17] . Acknowledgements. AK and JvdW are supported in part by AFOSR grant FA2386-18-1-4028. 
A The Fourier transform of semi-Boolean functions
As shown in the introduction, any semi-Boolean function can be transformed to yield a Fourier spectrum [20]:
where χ( b, c) := (−1) b· c is the parity function. To find the coefficients α c one can take the inner product between α b and χ( b, c). This works because the parity functions are orthonormal on this inner product:
hence:
The reason we get a −1/2 pre-factor in the Fourier expansion of f comes from the conventions of the ZX-calculus. An α-labelled phase gadget introduces a 0 phase to even paritites of c and an α phase to odd-labelled parities. However, this is equal, up to a global phase, to introducing a −α/2 phase to even parities and an α/2 phase to odd parities. We can show this for the function f by relating χ to the 'other' parity function Ω( b, c) := b · c = b 1 c 1 ⊕ · · ·⊕ b n c n as the parity function of our forward Fourier transform. This modifies the coefficients appearing in the Fourier spectrum. Noting that χ( b, c) = 1 − 2Ω( b, c), we can write:
B Properties of the disconnect boxes
In this appendix we prove the lemmas concerning the indexing and disconnect boxes.
Proof of Lemma 3.3 . The copying of the indexing box is proven in [3] . For the disconnect boxes we prove the one qubit case, which straightforwardly generalizes to multiple qubits. We note that when b = 1, the boxes are the identity so it is trivial. When b = 0:
Proof of Lemma 3.4(i) . 
C Case distinction
During the proofs presented in appendix D and E, it will be convenient to explicitly write out part of a labeled bang box, manipulate the result by applying some rules and then recollapse into a single expression. Explicitly, we use that the set of all n-bit strings can be defined inductively as the set of all (n-1)-bit strings appended with either a 0 or a 1.
Graphically, we can make a similar case distinction on the least significant bit.
Where the cloud labeled by D( b) represents any well defined diagram parametrized by b in some manner. Specifically, we will encounter the case where D( b) contains a disconnect box and an H-box parametrized by | b |.
Note that we end up with two copies that are distinguished by their connection to one of the white spiders and the power appearing in the H-box. When D( b) consists of a phase gadget connected to a grey disconnect box, the case distinction is implemented analogously.
D Proof of Proposition 3.6
We will first need the following lemma.:
Lemma D.1. Multiple legs connecting an H-box to a white node are redundant and can be omitted or inserted at will. a a = ...
These steps can be repeated until only one connection is left. Now we can actually prove the proposition, namely that:
Proof. Identifying Lemma 3.1 as a base case for n=2, we formulate an inductive proof. The lines of some complete bipartite connections are colored light grey to improve readability . Assuming Lemma 3.6 holds for n wires, we can write for n + 1 wires:
. . .
where now each of the three n-ary H-boxes can be expanded to yield:
. . . .
. 
which completes the inductive proof. Above, the three phase gadgets labeled by a red asterisk are combined according to Lemma 3.9 to yield the fourth labeled phase gadget.
E Proof of Proposition 3.7
We prove that:
We identify Lemma 3.2 as a base case for n = 2, and we proceed by induction. The lines of some complete bipartite connections are colored light grey to improve readability . Assuming Lemma 3.7 holds for n wires, we will write for n + 1 wires: 
This finishes the inductive proof.
F XOR as sum over bit-strings
We set out to prove for c ∈ B n 
